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T7 EVO




Worm pump for spraying finishing coats


T7 EVO is a compact and lightweight single-phase worm pump. It is extremely versatile and can be combined with a wide range of accessories in order to perform various applications. 




Request Info
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External compressor
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Three-phase compressor of 592 l/m' - 3 kW - 400V, ideal for thin layer coatings 
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Best performance
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Of reduced dimensions but very powerful, equipped with an powerful electronic output variator to infinitely regulate the output from 0.5 to 12 litres per minute and worm gear pump with maintenance free stator.
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Construction quality
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All the components have been carefully selected to guarantee maximum relaibility and long working life.
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Easy to use
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Fed by an automatic mixer (Turbomix M22) with dry mix plasters in bags, it is easily run by a single operator 


La machine est alimentée par un malaxeur automatique (Turbomix 22) pour pré-mélangés secs venants du sac. Elle est facilement commandée par un seul opérateur.
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New design
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New design and lower loading height. Light, easy to handle and flexible, ideal for use in narrow spaces.
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Brochure


Download brochure
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Gallery


Applications 
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Video


Watch the machine on site





Watch all


































Applications


- Spraying of all kind of coatings: decorative texture, protective, fireproofing, waterproofing, quartz plastic coatings, marmorino stucco and plaster


- Applying cementitious glues for insulation panels


- Applying protective coatings on reinforced concrete structures, channels and tanks


- Concrete-asbestos removal jobs


- Concrete repair jobs


- Anchoring, sealing, pressure pointing and filling frames


- Controlled pressure injection of cementitious slurries


- Slab jacking



User-friendly



- Thanks to its special characteristics, T7 EVO helps you to complete small and large jobs faster and with profit


- If fed by an automatic mixer, the machine can be easily run by a single opertator who can regulate the material flow directly from the application point


- Thanks to its small dimensions, it is easy to clean and to maintain
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Technical data


 

	

TECHNICAL DATA

	

SINGLE-PHASE


	
Electric motor	
1,5 kW - 230 V
	
Infinitely adjustable output [*]	
0,5 ÷ 12 l/min  
	
Max. aggregate size 	
5 mm 
	
Max. working pressure 	
35 bar
	
Compressor	
220 l/min or 480 l/min (optional)
	
Stainlees steel hopper capacity 	
50 l
	
Delivery distance [*]	
40 m
	
Delivery height [*]	
15 m
	
Filling height	
65 cm 
	
Delivery manifold	
Ø 25 mm
	
Size (L x W x H) 	
120 x 63 x 70 cm 
	
Weight	
80 kg 



 


[*] The data indicated are theoretical and depend on the quality and consistency of the materials to be used wear and tear of the pump and the diameter of the hoses. The performance in distance and height can not be reached simultaneously.


 










Accessories
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Ready-mixed gun
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Gun for ready-mixed plasters
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PRESSURE POINTING GUN
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Pressure pointing gun with air nozzle
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Gun for ready-mixed plasters
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Spray gun for ready-mixed platers 
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PRESSURE POINTING GUN
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Pressure pointing gun without air nozzle
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Thing layer coats
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Spray gun for thin layer coats
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Injection gun
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Injection gun for cementitious slurries
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Pressure limitation device
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Pressure limitation device for injection of cement slurries 
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Deflectors for ready-mixed plaster gun
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Different diameters from 7 to 14 mm
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Pressure Measuring Device
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Pressure Measuring Device
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Deflectors for thin layer gun
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Diammeters 5, 7 e 10 mm
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Vibrating sieve
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Vibrating sieve
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Advance remote control
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Electric on/off and output regulation remote control box with 33 m cable
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On/off remote control
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Electric on/off remote control box with 33 m cable
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm
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Washing Sponge Ø60 mm



















For further info


For further information about this product or our whole range of machines 


Visit our Blog Request info
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WORKING HOURS:

From Monday to Friday:

08:00 - 12:00 / 14:00 - 18:00
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